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Class Descriptions
(more details & Photographs are available at: http://tmclasses.blogspot.com)
The Late Night Crop $20
This event runs from 6pm – 12am and includes supper, 3 door prizes, and
refreshments and snacks. There are 24 spots available and you can come and meet
new people, or get down to business and complete a project you are working on. There
is always fun to be had at our crops and it is definitely an excuse to get out of the
house and devote some time to your scrapbooking.
Come Fly With Me – Canvas Class with Doreen
th
Saturday April 10 10am to 2:30pm (Cost: $46)
(Click here for link to Class Photos & more details)
This canvas project uses acrylic paint in bright yellows, greens and blues to create a
backdrop for the birds on a branch (Riff Raff Designs). Texture is created using
cheesecloth and the project is enhanced with various stamped images using pigment
ink on rice paper. Metal hardware, upholstery tacks, collage papers and feathers
finish off this great spring project.
Please bring:
Basic Tool Kit to Include: Stazon ink pad (or quality substitute), Apron to protect
clothes. All other materials required covered in the workshop fee.
Art Quilt with Doreen
th
Thursday April 15 6pm to 9pm (Cost: $37)
(Click here for link to Class Photos & more details)
This creative art quilt uses fabric squares stitched onto a 9” x 9” canvas square. Each
square is then embellished with stamping, buttons, chipboard squares, word frames,
metal flowers, brads, lace & ribbon and words to inspire. Great project for all skill
levels and to make it even easier, the fabric squares can be glued on and the corners
hand stitched to secure it to the canvas. After the front is completed another canvas
pieces is glued on using gel medium (to hide all the remnants of the embellishments)
and then the canvas will be hung from clips and a painted wooden hangar. (Please
note: some embellishments may be substituted due to availability)
Please bring:
Basic tool kit (paper snips, ruler, pencil, and other favorite art tools)
Self healing craft mat, Fabric scissors, Paper piercer (Pokey thingy)
Foam applicator (pastry brush or old flat brush if preferred)
Stazon Ink Pad – Black (or your favorite solvent-based ink pad in black)

‘Family Treasures’ Mixed Media Album with Nadine
th
Saturday April 17 1pm to 4pm (Cost: $45)
(Click here for link to Class Photos & more details)
Join me for this fabulous mixed media album class. Mixed media albums are fun and
all the rage, each page of this book is a different shape and size. We’ll take acrylic,
chipboard, envelopes, file folders and add in gorgeous papers from My Mind’s Eye
along with coordinating embellishments to create a fabulous project for your photos!
This project can accommodate 16 pictures but the smaller your photo the more you
can fit. See you in class!
Please bring:
Basic Tool Kit to include: craft knife, black or brown ink, mini glue dots, 3D
adhesive foam, stapler, edge distresser, sanding tool, paper piercer and if you have
one a crop-a-dile.
‘Use Your Punches’ Card Class with Kara
th
Saturday April 24 10am to noon (Cost: $25)
(Click here for link to Class Photos & more details)
Punches are making a come back, come see how you can make the old new again.
This class will inspire you to dig out all those old punches again, and find fun new
uses for them! We will be making five cards with 4 different punches.
Please
bring:
Basic Tool Kit to include: Pop dots, Brown Ink - distress and or pigment and if you
own it: Fabric Tac
Messy Mini Art Journal with Lisa
th
Saturday April 24 1pm to 4:30pm (Cost: $45)
(Click here for link to Class Photos & more details)
Join Lisa for this creative and inspiring class, and create a mini art journal. Using a
card and envelope set, some paint, Glimmer Mist, masks and some "old school"
product, Lisa will help you create something special to hold your cherished memories,
hopes, dreams and all that good stuff!
Topics covered in class include:masks/stencils, alcohol ink, Binding and Journaling
prompts to create a meaningful and personal journal
Please bring: :
Basic Tool Kit to also include scissors, liquid adhesive or glue dots, paper-to-paper
adhesive, black ink pad (optional) & a photo of yourself (optional)

Treasured Memories Classes: Beginner Series
There are classes focusing on different themes and geared toward the Beginner Scrapbooker.
(more details & Photographs are available at the TM Classes Blog)

Tools of the Trade
In this class I will cover the "Basic Tool Kit" to help you get started in scrapbooking.
You will have the opportunity to try out different adhesives, trimmers and punches, as
well as the Crop-A-Dile and Slice die cut machine.
Please Bring:
- 3 (three) horizontal 4x6 photos of the same event/theme
- 1 (one) horizontal 4x6 photo and 1 (one) vertical 4x6 photo of the same event/theme
- 2 (two) horizontal 4x6 photos of the same theme/event
Layout Design
In this class I will cover how to crop photos, how to create a basic layout design that
can be easily repeated and added to, and "the rule of three". You will also learn how
to "frame" your photos without matting them, and how to cover an "ugly" part of your
photo without always trimming it off!
Please Bring:
- 1 (one) vertical 4x6 photo, and 2 (two) photos that can be cropped to 2x2, of the
same theme/event
- 2 (two) horizontal 4x6 photos of the same theme/event
- 1 (one) vertical 4x6 photo and 2 (two) photos that can be cropped smaller (~4x4) of
the same theme/event
Stamping and Inking
I will show you three ways to use stamps on your layouts: as an embellishment, to
create a background & to make a spot for your journaling. There are as many ways to
use stamps as there are stamps themselves, so we are only doing some basic
stamping here! But you will get to use embossing powder, glitter and a variety of
brands of stamps and ink.
Please Bring:
- 2 (two) vertical 4x6 photos of the same theme/event
- 2 (two) horizontal 4x6 photos of the same theme/event
- 1 (one) vertical 4x6 photo, 1 (one) horizontal 4x6 photo, and 1 (one) photo that can
be cropped smaller (~4x4) of the same theme/event
Basic Embellishments
Since I can't possibly cover all the known embellishments, I am going to show you
how to use some of the basic ones, and how to incorporate them on your layouts.
These include: brads, eyelets, buttons, stickers and sticker letters. If you are looking
for more advanced embellishments, please check out Embellishments Part Two,
offered later in the session!
Please bring:
- 2 (two) photos cropped down to 4x4 (we can crop them in class)
- 2 (two) vertical 4x6 photos of the same theme/event
- 2 (two) vertical 4x6 photos of the same theme/event

Journaling
This can sometimes be the hardest part of a layout, even for the most seasoned
scrapper! I will give you some tips on getting started with writing on your layout, how
to accommodate the lengthy passage, as well as which tools you'll need for this
(including a pen demo...ooh la la!)
Please bring:
- 2 (two) horizontal 4x6 photos of the same theme/event
- 3 (three) vertical 4x6 photos of the same theme/event
- 2 (two) vertical 4x6 photos of the same theme/event
Embellishments Part Two
Now we'll cover the more "advanced" embellishments, including chipboard, flowers,
rhinestones, rub ons and ribbon. I'll even show you some fun ways to use ribbon that
you might not have thought of! We will also use Glimmer Mist, paint and embossing
powder to further alter and enhance our embellishments.
Please Bring:
- 1 (one) vertical 4x6 photo and 1 (one) photo cropped to 4x4 of the same
theme/event
- 2 (two) horizontal 4x6 photos of the same theme/event
- 1 (one) horizontal 4x6 photo and 1 (one) vertical 4x6 photo of the same theme/event

Please Note:
- All Classes run Thursdays, from 6:30 to 8:30pm. Specific dates for each class are
listed below.
- There are two dates listed for each session. This is for scheduling only. The same
information is covered on each date. There is a maximum number of 8 students per
class. This helps me give each student more one-on-one instruction. Please register
early to avoid disappointment.
- Each class is $30, but if you sign up and pay in advance for three or more, you will
receive a discount of 15%. Members receive their 15% on individual classes, as per
usual, but no additional discount for buying multiples.
- A "worksheet" is provided in each class, listing the topics and techniques we
covered in the class, so you don't have to try and remember it all once you get home!!
Pay special attention to the "please bring" section of each class. You will have the
opportunity to practice your new-found skills and complete three single page layouts
per class. I have included a list of photo sizes to bring to each class in order to finish
the layouts and better demonstrate some of the techniques!

